SENSORY
SHIFT
NATURAL MATERIALS AND UNIQUE FINDS DEFINE A SONOMA RETREAT
DESIGNED TO ENGAGE ITS SURROUNDINGS.
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Designer Stevi Michner, with architect

architect Robert Baumann and builder Thomas Bridges to

into much more. “Just looking at the rooms, it seemed
it would be better to make them more harmonious and

was made to replace the flooring in the kitchen and a few

something new every week, until we finally said, ‘Alright,
we’re taking everything down to the studs.’ ”

aesthetic direction for the project, she let her material
selection set the tone. “Materials are the inspiration and
foundation of my practice,” says the designer. “I select
materials that are rooted in history with organic elements

With that backdrop of new plaster and stone walls,
Michner was able to imbue the interior spaces with a
calming and sophisticated feel. “It’s always important for

In addition to working with Michner, the wife also collaborated with designer

“When I found out that they bought this house as an

and very, very tranquil.” Along the way, the designer
collaborated closely with Toni, and the two visited small

some of the home’s furniture. For the living room, Deichl

a fireplace, which Michner clad with onyx.

many bespoke elements in the kitchen—the room that

features pieces selected by Deichl,
including a Tripoli mirror hanging

A Formations Wooden Barrel chair from Shears & Window stands
near the living room’s limestone wall. The oak floors are by Francois
& Co. and were installed by Raffo’s Hardwood Floor Co.
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with Christopher Peacock cabinetry. “The house bears the

texture. The wine storage unit

The project’s builder, Thomas Bridges, who deftly handled

of-the-art technology to the house. Ralph, who created

augmented reality glasses for the entertainment industry,
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The owners’ McGuire four-poster bed, accented with a lumbar pillow by Cade Home, and Moroccan
rug act as focal points in the light-filled master bedroom. A rustic wood bench from SummerHouse
lends further texture to the space. The accordion-folding door is by LaCantina Doors.

Despite its high-tech inner-workings, the old-world
materials wrapping the structure leave the living spaces
feeling relaxed and tactile. That feeling is amplified by the
structure’s now strong connection—through the kitchen’s
retractable door and three new sets of accordian-folding
doors in the living room—to the outdoor spaces, which look
out to expansive views of Mount Diablo, San Pablo Bay and
private vineyards. Michner refinished the alfresco terraces,
while Rick Younge, a Portland, Oregon-based landscape
designer and longtime friend of Toni’s, enlivened the entry
with new wider steps and boxwood hedges and topiaries for
each parterre. “Mass plantings of lavender, olive shrubs and
agave provide a bold yet peaceful scheme,” Younge says. The
combined changes create engaging spaces both inside and
out. “Sonoma has such amazing seasons that indoor-outdoor
living is a must,” says Michner. “Now they feel like they are

An imposing travertine tub, which
was designed by Michner and
fabricated in China, anchors the
master bathroom. The floor features
limestone with a linen finish by
Haussmann Natural Stone.

always in touch with nature.”
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